
WASHINGTON: The US economy
brushed off a spike in COVID-19 infec-
tions to add 467,000 jobs in January,
far better than expected and a potential
sign that the pandemic’s days of dis-
rupting businesses are numbered. Labor
Department data released Friday also
showed major industries hiring, overall
employment gains for 2021 revised
higher, and more people entering the
workforce, which pushed the unemploy-
ment rate up slightly to four percent.

The report was a welcome surprise
for President Joe Biden, who has strug-
gled to defend his economic policies as
his approval ratings slid amid months
of hiring data in which the surge in
jobs he promised when taking office a
year ago proved elusive. “America is
back to work,” the president said in a
speech at the White House, cheering
the “extraordinary resilience and grit”
of US workers.

“This has never happened here,” he
said, point ing at  a  chart  showing
employment growth alongside the
records of six previous presidents.
“History’s been made here.” Many
economists expected the data to show
either weak hiring or perhaps a con-
traction in employment because the
United States was weathering a mas-
sive increase in COVID-19 infections

in January, during the time the survey
was taken.

The unexpectedly positive report will
likely bolster the Federal Reserve’s
belief that the economy is healthy
enough to raise the interest rate off
zero. With inflation also high, top offi-
cials have strongly signaled that at their
upcoming March meeting, they will
make their first rate increase since the
coronavirus caused the economy to
collapse nearly two years ago.

Analysts said the figures highlighted
the economy’s resilience. “Omicron,
Schmomicron,” Ian Shepherdson of
Pantheon Macroeconomics said. “These
data make it clear that the labor market
ahead of Omicron was much stronger
than previously believed.”

Better than it seems 
Overall, the economy has added 19.1

mil l ion jobs since the nadir of the
COVID-19 crisis in April 2020, but it is
still short 2.9 million positions, the data
said. Beyond January’s job growth, some
economists say even better news was
found in upward revisions the Labor
Department announced to last year’s
payroll data.

These showed hiring in November
and December-months when the initial
reports were surprisingly weak-was a

massive 709,000 positions higher than
first reported. “This underscores a
strong economy, ready to take the gold
and move on to the next stage,” Beth
Ann Bovino of S&P Global Ratings said.
However, the report said hiring was a
total of only 217,000 positions higher
for all of 2021, since some months’ totals
were revised lower.

Major industries that took on work-
ers in January included the bars and
restaurants that comprise the leisure
and hospitality sector, which gained the
most of any industry with 151,000 posi-
tions. Professional and business servic-
es added 86,000 positions and retail
trade 61,000.

Virus impact 
The labor force participation rate,

indicating the share of the US popula-
tion working or looking for work, ticked
up slightly to 62.2 percent, the data
showed. That metric had seen scant
improvement over much of 2021, though
its increase may also account for the
rise in the unemployment rate from 3.9
percent in December. There was, how-
ever, little movement in the elevated
jobless rates of minority groups.
Unemployment among Black Americans
was 6.9 percent and for Hispanics 4.9
percent, compared to the 3.4 percent

jobless rate for white workers.
Average hourly earnings ticked up

again to $31.63, making them 5.7 per-
cent higher for the past 12 months as
the economy weathered a spike in con-
sumer prices.

But there were sti l l  signs in the
report of the impact from COVID-19.
The government said 3.6 million people

were employed but not at work because
of an illness at the time the survey was
taken, an all-time high. The number of
people who said they couldn’t work
because their employer’s business was
closed or otherwise affected by the
pandemic also jumped to six million. In
December, only 3.1 million workers were
in such a position.  —AFP

Oil prices extend 
gains as markets 
weigh US jobs data
LONDON: Stocks were mixed Friday as mar-
kets weighed a surprisingly good US jobs
report against concerns over tightening  mon-
etary policy, while oil prices pushed closer to
$100 a barrel.

The United States added an unexpectedly
robust 467,000 jobs in January, according to
Labor Department data that also significantly
raised employment increases for November
and December. While the report suggests
health in the world’s largest economy, another
big rise in 10-year US Treasury note yields
Friday focused concerns on expectations for
multiple Federal Reserve interest rate hikes
this year.

Worries about monetary tightening
weighed on the Dow, while the S&P 500 and
Nasdaq both finished higher. All three major
US indices finished the week in positive terri-
tory, with the S&P 500 winning 1.5 percent.
Earlier, European bourses had retreated a day
after the European Central Bank opened the
door to hiking interest rates in light of infla-
tion. Next week’s US consumer price index
report could be another source of volatility,
analysts warned.

“Persistent inflation, like a house fire, would
force the Fed to barrel in and hose down infla-
tion without regard for the upholstery, in this
case equities,” said Jack Ablin, chief invest-
ment officer at Cresset Capital Management.
Oil prices kept climbing, with both the global
and US benchmark contracts topping $93 a
barrel on a combination of factors that include
cold weather in the United States and uncer-
tainty over Ukraine.

“With demand standing resilient, it appears
stronger supply will have to be the answer for
calming market prices, but new production is
notoriously slow in reacting to changing con-
ditions,” said Robbie Fraser of Schneider
Electric. “While OPEC+ continues to slowly
increase exports, US shale continues a slow
pace of additions, even as prices are well
beyond breakeven levels for all key regions.”

Among individual companies, Amazon
surged 13.5 percent as the company reported
stronger-than-expected results despite higher
labor, sourcing and delivery costs, with rev-
enues jumping nine percent to $137.4 billion
in the fourth quarter. Snap was another big
winner, soaring nearly 60 percent after the
firm behind messaging app Snapchat reported
its first-ever quarterly profit.

But Ford slumped nearly 10 percent as the
automaker’s fourth-quarter profits lagged
analyst estimates, with the company citing
supply chain problems as a factor. —AFP
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WASHINGTON: US President Joe Biden speaks about the January jobs report from the State
Dining Room of the White House in Washington, DC, on Friday. —AFP

US saw surprisingly robust 
hiring despite COVID surge

Resilient economy added 467,000 jobs in January

Meta adds ‘personal 
boundary’ tool after 
virtual harassment
MENLO PARK: Facebook parent Meta began
rolling out Friday a minimum distance between
users’ avatars in its virtual reality Horizon network
after reports of harassment, one of the thorny issues
for its metaverse vision. The “personal boundary”
function in the immersive platform, where people
can socialize virtually, puts a ring of space around
users’ digital proxies.

“A personal boundary prevents anyone from
invading your avatar’s personal space,” Horizon vice
president Vivek Sharma wrote. “If someone tries to
enter your personal boundary, the system will halt
their forward movement as they reach the boundary,”
Sharma added.

The new function comes after complaints have
emerged in press reports and in social media or
blog posts of incidents of harassment. “Within 60
seconds of joining - I was verbally and sexually

harassed,” one user wrote in a blog of her experi-
ence. “A horrible experience that happened so fast
and before I could even think about putting the safe-
ty barrier in place. I froze,” she added. The boundary
function is turned on by default, said Sharma, who
added users will still be able to bump fists or give
one another high-fives.

Horizon already has an anti-harassment feature
that makes an avatar’s hands vanish if it tries to inap-
propriately touch another virtual character, accord-
ing to its creator.

Meta opened its Horizon Worlds virtual reality
platform to the public in North America in
December, in a step toward building its metaverse
vision for the future. Facebook rebranded itself
Meta last year to move past being a scandal-
plagued social network and toward its plans to
build a virtual universe blurring the lines between
the physical world and the digital one.

But critics of the social networking giant fear that
certain mass phenomena observed online, such as
harassment or misinformation, will be reproduced in
these ultra-immersive worlds.

Horizon Worlds is far from a fully realized meta-
verse, which even Meta concedes will require years
of work and significant technological advances. But

headset-wearing users in the United States and
Canada can now gather with friends or others, play
games and build their own virtual worlds on Horizon
as long as they are 18 years old and have the proper
equipment.

“It’s an important step, and there’s still much more
work to be done,” Sharma wrote of the new safety
feature. Options being explored include letting peo-
ple adjust the distance for their personal boundaries,
he added. —AFP

Amazon holiday 
quarter profit 
doubles
NEW YORK: Amazon reported its profit doubled
to $14 billion in the crucial holiday quarter, giving
a boost to jittery markets that expected less due to
higher labor, sourcing and delivery costs. The e-
commerce colossus said its net sales climbed to
$137 billion, and its profit benefited greatly from a
return on investment in electric vehicle maker
Rivian, which went public in November.

Amazon shares were up some 14 percent in
after-hours trading at 2300 GMT, drawing in
investors eager for some good news after shares
tanked in Facebook parent Meta. Amazon has been
a big pandemic-era winner but it is particularly
exposed to the supply chain headaches, labor
churn and inflation that have come to weigh on
people’s lives and business’ ability to make money.

“Despite these short-term challenges, we contin-
ue to feel optimistic and excited about the business
as we emerge from the pandemic,” CEO Andy Jassy
said in an earnings statement. Amazon said it had its

“biggest-ever Black Friday to Cyber Monday holi-
day shopping weekend.” The company also noted
that its Amazon Web Services unit had inked big
cloud computing deals with Nasdaq, Meta and oth-
ers. AWS generated $17.78 billion in revenue in the
period, 40 percent more year-on-year.

This came as Google parent Alphabet and Apple
have posted whopping profits this earnings season,
although Facebook was battered by markets-losing
some $200 billion in value-after disappointing
results that cast doubts about its future. Analysts
remained subdued on the earnings, which included
an $11.8 billion boost from Amazon’s Rivian invest-
ment. “Amazon managed to beat on the top and
bottom lines despite softer growth trends for e-
commerce this holiday quarter, which also weighed
on growth in the high margin ads business,” said
Insider Intelligence analyst Andrew Lipsman.

Uneven earnings 
“The one clear bright spot for the core business

was the continued acceleration in AWS to help bol-
ster a bottom line,” he added. In the fourth quarter,
Amazon’s operating profit, a key indicator of prof-
itability, came in at $3.5 billion, half what it was a
year ago. In the coming months, news is expected
on the efforts of workers to organize unions at sites
in New York and Alabama, either of which would

be the first at an Amazon US warehouse. Also, con-
sumers will see the price go up for Amazon’s Prime
membership in the United States from $12.99 to
$14.99 per month with the annual rate going from
$119 to $139 — the first increase since 2018. It has
been an uneven earnings season, with great hits
and misses. Google’s parent firm Alphabet
announced quarterly profits Tuesday that beat
expectations and nearly doubled in 2021 — after a
booming holiday season for the online ads giant
facing anti-trust regulation scrutiny. —AFP

NEW YORK: Amazon reported its profit doubled to $14
billion in the crucial holiday quarter

DUBAI: The Burj Khalifa is the tallest structure in the
world, standing at 829.8 m (2,722 ft) which is three
times as tall as the Eiffel Tower and almost twice as
tall as the Empire State Building.

MENLO PARK, US: In this file photo, a pedestrian walks
in front of a new logo and the name ‘Meta’ on the sign
in front of Facebook headquarters in Menlo Park. —AFP
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Over 7m visited 
Dubai in 2021 
tourism turnaround
DUBAI: More than seven million foreign tourists
visited Dubai last year, marking a “remarkable turn-
around”, the government of the Gulf city state host-
ing the Expo world fair announced.

The figure was up 32 percent on 2020, the first
full year of the coronavirus pandemic, Dubai’s econ-
omy and tourism department said in a statement. It

hailed the recovery as “a remarkable turnaround
amid continuing global challenges”.

This year, however, missile attacks since last
month by Yemeni rebels on the United Arab
Emirates of which Dubai is a member have prompt-
ed US and UK travel warnings.  Dubai, home of the
world’s tallest tower, super-luxury hotels and
swanky nightclubs, has since October 1 hosted
Expo 2020 which runs until March 31.

The glitzy emirate, a trading and leisure hub for
which tourism is a pillar of the economy, attracted a
massive 16.7 million tourists from the East and West
in 2019, before COVID-19 restrictions. It has
recorded a total of more than 850,000 cases of
coronavirus, including over 2,250 deaths.  —AFP


